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ABSTRACT. In this paper is given a procedure for  practical calculation of induction device for melting of the metal with a small capacity. Used to simulations 
programs ELTA, PowerSim and SemeSemikron. With simulation program ELTA, for object of investigation work piece metal are defining the parameters of the 
induction device. And by simulation programs  PowerSim and SemeSemikron the  power converter  is optimized. The induction device  is intended for melting 5kg 
copper. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
The induction device is intended for induction heating of 
metallic materials. The procedure for calculating the induction 
device cover a procedure for calculating of the parameters of 
the work piece which is subject to induction heating and 
procedure for optimization  of the power converter that will 
manage with induction device. In the paper is given the 
calculations of the induction device for melting of the 5kg 
copper. 
 
The procedure for calculation of the parameter of the work 
piece which is subject of the induction heating, in this paper, is 
based  of the simulation program.  
 
Also, the optimization of the power converter that manage 
with the induction device is based of the simulations programs. 
 
In the power electronic from interest is the work of 
electronic components as switches. The electronic 
components  as switches in the electronic circuits of power 
electronics manage by conversion of electrical energy from 
one to another shape, [1]. Major efforts for designing of the 
circuits in power electronics  is  the reducing  of  the price and  
the size of used parts.  High working frequency enables 
reducing of the size of the used inductance L and capacitor C.  
So, increasing the working frequency allows reducing of  the 
values    of    inductance   L   and   capacitance   C   for   same  
impedance  of the circuit, [4], [7]. But on the other hand the 
increasing  of the working frequency reduces the stability of 
power converter and increases power switching losses, [7]. 
Therefore is required designing the power converters with 
circuits that enable operation of high frequencies with less 
power losses. Here are used   circuits that allow switching of 
the power switches at  zero voltage ZVS and zero current ZCS. 
The resonant circuits, as output load of the power converters 
are circuits that allow work on switches with ZVS and ZCS. 
And because of  that the operation of the power converter with 
resonant  load is of great interest. At working processes with 
output load in the mode on induction device, the dynamics of 
process  affects  of  the  parameters of resonant circuit. In such  
loads, the output power of the converter not only depend on 
the effective value of voltage, but and from the frequency. The 
dynamic of work of the induction  device affects of the values 
of inductance L and resistance R of resonant  tank. Because  
the frequency of resonant system is determined by  L and  R 
on the circuit, with change of L and R of the circuit, the 
frequency of resonant tank is changing. In such modes of 
operation is necessary regulation of the output power, [8].  
 
2.  Calculation of the induction device 
 
In the design of the induction device are used simulation 
programs: 
?Elda, [2], for  defining of the parameters of the induction 
device.  
?PowerSim, [3], for modeling of power converter against 
defined  power of the induction  device obtained from Elda 
simulation program 
?Semesiel, [6], for optimization of the power losses of 
converter. 
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Defining the working conditions: 
?Maximum output power (Smax): Maximum output power of 
12000VA . 
?object of investigation work piece with: 
 -cylindrical geometry 
 -metal copper 
 -weight 5kg 
-maximum temperature is 1083ºC 
-time cycle is 3600s 
?Switching frequency (fsw): A switching frequency of 6 kHz  is 
used  for  design of maximum power.  
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?Typical value for the power factor for the induction cooker is 
0.5, equation (2), [8]. 
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?Also, IGBT devices and full bridge converter are used. 
 
A. Simulation 
Elda simulation programs, [2].    Induction heating is a 
complex combination of electromagnetic, heat transfer, and 
metallurgical phenomena. Heat transfer and electromagnetic 
are closely interrelated because the physical properties of heat 
treated materials depend strongly on both magnetic field 
intensity and temperature. In general, the transient (time-
dependent) heat transfer process in a metal work piece can be 
described by the Fourier equation 
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where T is the temperature, ? is the density of the metal, C is 
the specific heat, ? is the thermal conductivity of the metal, and 
Q is the heat source density induced by eddy current s per unit 
time in a unit volume (so-called heat generation). In general 
case the calculation of the parameters of the electromagnetic 
field is based on the calculation of Maxswell's equations for 
defined medium and geometry. Solving of Maxswell's 
equations and equation for heat transfer process in general 
and special case is a complex task. Computer simulation 
makes the problem of designing the induction device easy and 
simple. Computer simulation are based on numerical method, 
Finite Differences Method and Finite Element Method. By 
numerical methods the problems of distribution of the 
electromagnetic field and heat transfer in metals is reduced for 
finding approximate solutions of partial differential equations. In 
the paper is used ELTA simulation program for estimation of 
the electromagnetic field and head transfer for work piece 
metal with cylindrical geometry. 
 
  In Elda simulation program toward defined working piece of 
copper the geometry of the system inductor, graphite crucible , 
work piece is defined: 
Input data 
Work piece: 
Shape: Cylinder. Length: 15cm, finite system length. 
 
Layers: 
1. Copper, Rint=0cm, Rext=3.75cm, T=20ºC 
2. Graphite, Rint=3.75cm, Rext=5.25m, T=20ºC 
 
Inductor: 
R=5.75cm 
Tube profile: ring, D=0.8cm, d=0.2cm,  
Inductor length: 16.5cm 
Number  of turns: 14 
Resistivity: cmx ??006102  
 
Processing stages: 
kHzf 6? , VU 30?  
Time cycle 3600s. 
 
   Magnetic flux ?i of the inductor flows around all its turns as 
one stream (Fig. 1). Inside of the inductor it consists of a 
leakage flux ?s in the gap between the coil and work piece 
and flux ?w inside of the work piece.  
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Main assumptions for Total Flux Method are: 
 
1. Magnetic flux distribution inside of the coil (area A) is the 
same as in a piece of an infinitely long system; 
2. Magnetic flux pattern outside of the coil (areas B) is 
approximately the same as for an empty coil. 
 
   Under these assumptions it is possible to calculate magnetic 
resistances of different parts of the system and compose a 
magnetic substitution circuit.  In the Fig. 1 is given equivalent 
magnetic circuit.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Equivalent magnetic circuit 
 
   Magnetic impedance of the work piece Zmw may be found 
from analytical or numerical solution of 1D or 2D 
electromagnetic or coupled electromagnetic plus thermal 
problem. Magnetic impedance (reluctance) Rms of the gap 
may be calculated for uniform distribution of magnetic field in 
the gap, which follows from assumption1. Finally, reluctance of 
the back path of magnetic flux (areas B, Fig. 1) may be found 
using Nagaoka correction coefficient for inductance of empty 
coil.  Magnetic flux generated by the coil ampere-turns IN may 
be calculated directly from the circuit of Fig. 1.  
 
   In ELTA program for define work piece are obtain 
temperature distribution and heat transfer, (3).  
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In  the Fig. 2 is  shown the temperature distribution for different 
distance from the surface of the work piece to its  center.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Temperature distribution on the work piece 
 
   As a parameter appears the time for which work piece is 
exposed on heating. From the diagram it is obvious that after 
st 900?  temperature in the work piece from surface to its 
center is 1083 º C. So after st 900? we can say that the 
metal is melted.  In the Fig. 3 is given temperature distribution 
of the work piece  of induction furnace. 
 
Fig. 3. Temperature distribution of the work piece 
 
 
   From the Fig. 3 it is obvious that after a time of 900 seconds 
all points of work piece reach a temperature of 1083 ºC. 
 
   Also, in Elda simulation  program are obtain wave forms of 
the magnitudes of the system inductor work piece. In the Fig. 4 
are present the power, the current, the voltage, and the 
impedance of the power converter. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Power, current, voltage and impedance  
 
   In the Fig. 5 are given the current density, the efficiency , the 
inductance and cos? for the work piece copper. 
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Fig. 5. Current density, efficiency, inductance, cos? 
 
   In the table 1 are present values of the parameters L, R and 
magnitudes Iin (inductor current), P (power converter) of the 
system inductor work piece. 
 
Table 1 
 L(?H) R(Zind) C(?F) Iin(A) P(kW) 
min 7.9 0.073 86 335 10.6 
max 8.2 0.089 88 410 12.2 
 
 
   The analysis of the Fig. 3, 4, 5 and table 1 shows that the 
power converter must operate under the following conditions:  
•Required maximum power  on the  converter is 12kW. 
•Maximum output current of the converter is 410A.  
•Output voltage of the converter is 30V.  
•The change of the  temperature of the work piece from 20 to 
1083 º C produces  change on the inductance for 2.7%. 
•The capacitance of the resonant circuit for compensate on the 
inductance is 86?F. 
•The change of the inductance  produces change of power of 
the converter for 13%. 
• When the inductance is  minimum, the power and the current 
have a minimum value and vice versa.  
•When the resistance is  minimum, the power and the current 
have a maximum value and vice versa. 
• 22 meind IRZ ??  is a module of the impedance of the 
inductor. 
•The change of the power of the converter shows that in such 
variable loads is necessary to build a system  for  maintaining  
constant output  power. 
 
PowerSim simulation program. For defined power, current 
and frequency on the induction  device obtained in Elda 
simulation program by the PowerSim simulation program are 
designed power converter with using simulation circuit in Fig. 
6. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Simulating  circuit in the PowerSim program 
 
 
   The circuit for simulation of the Fig. 6 is tested for the 
minimum (1) and maximum (2) values of magnitudite obtained 
by ELTA program, table 2. 
  
?able 2 
test L(?H) R(Zind) C(?F) 
(1) 8.2 0.073 86 
(2) 7.9 0.089 88 
 
 
The results are presented in the table 3. 
 
Table 3 
 
IDC 
(A) 
UDC 
(V) 
PDC 
(kW) 
Uo 
(V) 
Io 
(A) 
So 
(kVA) 
cos? 
(º) 
? 
(%) 
(1) 360 34 12.2 30.7 391 12 0.99 98 
(2) 300 34 10.2 30.5 323 9.9 0.99 96 
 
 
In the table 3 the sizes are:  
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   In the Fig. 7 is given the wave shapes of output voltage and 
output current of the converter. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Output voltage and output current 
 
 
   SemeSiel simulation program. In the simulation program 
Semesiel the converter is optimized in term of  the switching 
losses, table 4 and the temperature losses, table 5 and Fig. 8 
 
Table 4 
      SKM200GB12T4  SKM300GB066D   SKM400GB066D 
       
      
rated 
current overload 
rated 
current overload 
rated 
current overload 
Pcond 
tr 153 W  181 W  99 W  113 W  91 W  103 W  
Psw tr 16 W  18 W  9.8 W  11 W  8.97 W  9.98 W  
Ptr 169 W  199 W  109 W  124 W  100 W  113 W  
Pcond 
d 0.00 W 0.00 W  0.0 W  0.00 W  
0.00 
W  0.00 W  
Psw d 4.3 W  4.69 W  3.2W  3.41 W  3.4 W  3.64 W  
Pd 4.3 W  4.69 W  3.2W  3.41 W  3.4 W  3.64 W  
Ptot 692 W  813 W  450 W  511 W  413 W  466 W  
 
      
     Table 5         
    SKM200GB12T4  SKM300GB066D   SKM400GB066D 
Th 117 °C  119 °C  90 °C 91 °C  86 °C  87 °C  
Tc 130 °C  134 °C  99 °C 101 °C  94 °C  96 °C  
Ttr 154 °C  162 °C  115 °C  119 °C  106 °C 109 °C  
Td 131 °C  135 °C  100 °C  101 °C  95 °C  96 °C  
 
SKM200GB12T4 
   
SKM300GB066D 
 
SKM400GB066D 
 
Fig. 8. Temperature losses for 3 different IGBT 
 
B.Analysis of results 
? The mode of the induction heating has changing 
dynamic which affects of the parameters on the 
resonant circuit, Fig. 4 and 5, and table 1. 
? The full bridge converter satisfies the requirements 
for power and current defined in the table 1. 
? Configuration of the full bridge  converter with IGBT 
transistors SKM400GB066D has best features in 
term of power losses and the temperature losses, 
table 4 and 5. 
? Because the mode of inductiion device has a 
variable dynamic, the converter which   operates with 
such device in applications where is required 
constant output power must monitore and regulate 
the output power with adequate methods of 
management. 
? The frequent  and phase control are methods of 
management on these converters. 
 
3. Conclusion 
 
   In the paper is presented  method for calculation of induction 
furnace with computer simulation programs. By computer 
simulation  solving of problems on distribution of the 
electromagnetic field and the heat transfer in metals is easy 
and simple. 
 
   In the paper is used ELTA simulation program for estimation 
of the electromagnetic field and the head transfer for work 
piece metal with cylindrical geometry.  
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  For the defined power, current and frequency on the induction  
device obtained in ELDA simulation program by the PowerSim 
simulation program are designed power converter. 
 
   By the simulation program Semesiel converter is optimized in 
term of  the switching and  the temperature losses. 
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